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I.

ORGANIZATION OF THE REGIONAL CONSULTATION

1,
Tho Regional Consultation Preparatory to tho World Population
Conference was organized by tlio Economic Commission for Africa in

collaboration with tho Secr'etary-Gonoral of the World Population Conference,

assisted "by tho Director of tho United Nations Population Division,.

It was

hold at Addis Ababa, at tho headquarters of tho Econonic Commission for
Africa, from 13 to 16 May 1974*

Opening Addresses
2.
In his opening address Mr. R.K.A. Gardiner, tho Executive Secretary
of ECAj said that the nain objectivo of tho mooting was to discuss tho
agenda and preliminary docuncnts for tho World Population Conforonce with
special rcferonce to tho World Population Plan of Action, and to ensure
that they provided adoquato solutions to the population problems facing
tho countries of the region.

3#
The Exooutivo Secretary asked the delegates to consider the
demographic situation in the region, to reflect on its implications for
Governments and to consider policies that Governments needed to adopt
to deal with it,
Ho reminded delegates that population policies would
of necessity depend upon conditions in tho different countries, and. that
such policies should always bo consistent with Afrioan aspirations, the,,
sovereignty of nations, the human rights of the' individual, freedom,
justioe and the survival of national, regional and minority groups,

4.

"

Tho meeting was also addressed by Mr. Antonio Carrillo-Flores,'

Secretary-General of the World Population Conference.
In his address,
he noted that the meeting was a political one organized to inform African
countries of tho preparations for the World Population Conference, and
to ascertain their reaction to tho World Population Plan of Action.
5Ho saw tho draft Plan of Action as a useful.basis for discussion,
in that it reoognisod and respected the enormous variety of circumstanoos
and situations on our planet in matters related to population.
He
emphasized that the World Population Conference was not a "birth control
conference" but a oonferdnco which would deal with all population

problems including those connected with fertility, mortality and many

other questions that demanded tho attention of the international community.

He stressed that population policies should never be viewed as a

subst&tute for policios designed to deal directly with oconomio and
social development.
Finally, Mr. Carrillo-Flores said that the draft
World Population Plan of Action would probably bo modified at the
Conference, and that the recommendations male at the Consultation would
be a very important contribution to its final form.
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6.
Mr.
Rafael M. Salas, Executive Director of the United Nations
Fund for Population Activities, outlined UNFPA's contribution to the

African census programme.

Grants totalled sone $16 million, about 4<$

of the total cost of the programme, in 22 countries.
Ho added that
._;..-■
debate on population was increasing in Africa and elsewhere.
A consensus

was emerging, "based on the view., that population was to "bo treated on its
nerits as an important factor in development.
He pledged the continuod
support of the Fund for domographio activities, and offered the services
o# experts to help assess, the impact of demographic factors on development
programmes.

7*

African Governments, Mr* Salas continued,

could mako valuable

contributions to the World Population Conference and Plan of Action
because of their experience in dealing with population natters.
African
Governments had tine to work out population policies integrated with
development schemes.
In'particular, choices, would have to bo made about
family planning, which, ho said, could, bo a powerful foroe for life,
used in the right

8.

context*.

Describing preparations for World Population Year, Mr, Salas said

that the aim was to nake information on population as accessible as
possible.
Two books, a file, and a regular programme of information wero
some of the main activities,

9,

Mr, SalaB said that the Fund had become aoceptod as the oentral

international agency for population assistance.

The Fund had resources

of $170 million, $'60 million of whioh h*A already been allocated,
$10 million to Africa. Mr. Salas said that great attention would

continue to be paid to country programming, in particular to the

conclusion of long-term agreements.
Of the $321 million budgoted for
1974-77, $52.8 million .t*s earmarked for Africa, Mr. Salas stressed
the Fund's respect for Governments' sovereignty and freedom of choice.
Close relationships had been built up with many governments,

10,

Mr. Salas informed delegates that the Fund would consider favourably

the request which had been recoivod to finance participation in the
Conference 'by delegates from countries which could not afford to do so
themselves*. The criteria for such assistance would bo:
a)

The request must oone from one of the least developed countries
as defined by the United Nations General Assembly,

b)

The delegates to be assisted should be high-ranking enough to be
authorized to speak and vote for their country.

,
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Countries should subnit their requests through U$!PP offioes or
UNFPA co-ordinators.

The Fund intended to issue"Instruo$ioris~"td

offio.es on this matter as: soon as possible.

d)

In addition to representatives froa indivifLiiftl countries^ the Fund
has authorized tho EGA Executive Secretary to select,
discretion,

at his

sir resource persons fron the region.

Participation

11.
Member States represented at the Consultation wuro:
Arab Republic of Egypt, Equatorial Guinea, Ethiopia,, Gabon,
Ghana,

Lesotho,

Liberia,

Libyan Arab Republic,

Madagascar,

Burundi, Congo,
the Ganbia,
Mali,

Morocco,

Nigeria, Rwanda (observer), Senegal, Sonalia, Sudan, Swaziland, Tanzania,
Togo,

Upper Tolta,

Zaire and Zanbia.

of UHFPA, PAO, WHO, UNESCO, IBRD,

Also attending wore representatives

the Cairo DoQOgraphio:-Contro and- the

Institut de Formation et do Recherche DfoiographiqueB.

represented.

Election of Officers
12*

OAU was also

L

The neeting eleoted H,E.

Sanuel Greene

of Liberia as Chairnan,

Mr. Andr6 Bassol5 of Upper Volta as Tioe—Chairman and Mr. Joseph A.
of Nigeria as rapporteur.
Agenda-

"*

Olraajaye

■

13*
The Doe.ting adopted the provisional agenda without objection*
agenda adopted was as followsi
1.

Opening addressee

2.

Election of officers

3.

World Population Conforencej

(a)

Recent population trends and future prospoots*

(b)

Relations between population change and economic and

The

social development.

4.

(c)

Relations between population, resources and onvifonnent.

(d)

Population and the fanily,

World Population Conference:
Action,

5«

Adoption of the report*

draft World Population Plan of
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Organization of work

14*

A drafting comaitttee was established ..to work in collaboration with

the secretariat*

Its members were:

Liberia (Chairman), Nigeria (Rapporteur),

Egypt, Ethiopia and
15.
It was decided that there should be two reports.
The first would
be a full report of the proceedings, while the second vould be a short
report whioh would summarize reactions to the draft World Population Plan
of Action.

II, ' WORLD POPULATION CG&FEREHCEt

DOCUMENTATION

ReTiew of Population Trends and Prospects

16.
The Director of the United Nations Population .Division-, briefly
reviewed the substantive preparations being undertaken for the World
Population Conference by the Conference secretariat.
He informed delegates
that the following four symposia had already taken place:
"Population
and Development", held in Cairo; "Population and the Fanily" in Honolulu^
"Population, Resourcos and Environment" in Stookholnj and "Population and
Hunan Rights"

in Amsterdam.

17,
The pr-jsontation of a sunnary of the reports of the Symposia was
prefaced by a brief review of population trends and prospects in the
world with emphasis on regional patterns and variations,
Referenoe was

nade to the results of population projections made by the United Nations
which underlined the rapid growth of population in the world.
The
projections suggested that population would continue to rise rapidly

until tho end of the century and would not stabilize before the Diddle
of the nezt century.
Delegates were, however, reminded that replacement
did not imply a total lack of increase in the absolute size of population,
because of demographic inertia whioh, in spite of a possible decline in
fertility, ensured continued increases in population size.
Analysis of
the rate of population growth had shown that demographic patterns were

affected by past as well as present interactions among tho factors for
growth.

Page

18,

I)

During a review of the historical experience of countries which

had passed' through the demographic transition, delegates were reminded
■ -thai; the major oattaoe^of 'the reduction of fertility in Europe had
included la~Lo na^ja^e, as well" as other cultural factory :*x the context,
of a general improvement in the standard of living.
It was noted that
there was a tendency to underestinate the impact of late marriage in
developing countries^ even though countries such as India and China, had . r '..
provided ample evidence of a feriiilitj decline as a. result of late entry
into narriage.
It was also noted that; in Europe fertility had generally

declined long 'before the start of open campaigns in support of family

planning, and in sons oases "before industrialization had "begun,
France
was singled out as one country where the decline had occurred.rather " .
surprisingly in the absence of advanced industrialisation, urbanization .„,. „>,
and public family planning programmes,,

19»

The importance of family planning,

countries was emphasized*

especially in developing

It was nade olear that family planning should

'be accepted and embarked upon in full awareness the basic variety of

sooialj

economic and demographic conditions, which was at the root of

, .

the family planning controversy,

'20fl
°The situation with regard to the decline of mortality was analysed*
It was*pointed out that mortality decline in the developed countries
seened to have "been declining? even though slight increases had recently
occurred in certain age groups.
On the other hand^ the developing

oountrieSj wibh a still relatively high mortality rate, had also been

experiencing a decline wkich appeared to be slower now than during the

1960s,

The urgency of the need to control infant mortality and connunioable

diseases,

and to improve the level of sanitation,

was stressed*

21,
.
Ezbept in a few oountries, such .as Canada and Australia, the era
of largo—scale international migrations across continents had come to
an end at the beginning of the century.
The United States, which had

received about 50 million immigrants between I850 and 1914? had clamped
down on immigration^ as had many other countries*
But rates of internal .
migration and urbanization had been increasing as a result of development,
especially in many developii^ countries,,
In particular, increasing
urbanization had meant increasing employment problems in non-agricultural
sectors', which appeared to bo employing more people than had been the case
The
in Europe at a comparable stage of social and economic development.
serious,lack,.of .adequate social services in many cities was added to
othes problems of rapid urban growtiu

E/CN.14/P6P/118
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Summary Reports of the Four Symposia

22.

Introducing the reports of the Symposia, the Director of the United Nations

population division
informed delegates that the aim of the Symposia had been to
help Governments define the position to be taken at the Bucharest Conference.
The inter-disciplinary composition of the .Symposia was stressed; and the participants
had been selected in order to ensure that a balance of views prevailed.
Delegates
*
also learnt that, in the frank and open discussions, which covered scientific,
social and political issues, no attempt had been made to conceal differences of
opinion,

■

23.
The Symposium on Population and- Development had reached a number of important
conclusions/ It had been agread that, although low population growth did not
necessarily lead to economic development', high demographic growth rates, as shown
in certain regions, tended to impede the attainment of developnent targets.
It
had been felt that efforts should be continued towards.eliminating hunger,

illiteracy and1disease through effective development programmes, and that the

policy of economic development should not be abandoned in favour of policies
aimed at reducing population growth.
The growing decline of food reserves all
over the world had been noted; the seriousness of the situation was sharpened
by the fact that the drought now menacing many countries of the developing •
world might also
affect the major food-exporting countries suoh as Caaada
Australia, and the United States, which made
substantial contribution to food
reserves.
The point had therefore been made that there was no substitute for
national self-reliance in ensuring adequate supplies of food.
In addition,
it had been felt that vh«r«aouxitidos considered their demographic growth
excessive, action should be taken to remedy the situation.
In doing so, direct
measures, including family planning, and direct steps, including development
of education for skills and efficiency should be envisaged.
Emphasizing the
complexity of the relationship between socio-economic variables and population,
the symposium had reiterated the need to integrate population programmes within

the

24.

overall national strategy for social and economic development.

At the Stockhoid Symposium, delegates had met to examine the delicate inter

relationship between population, natural resources and the habitat.
It was obvious
that there was an awareness of the existence of environmental problems which
stemmed from man's violation of ecological laws within the ecosystem. While aware
of the demographic, social and economic implications otf environmental degradation,
the participants had maintained that concern for population growth and pollution
should not divert attention from the pursuit of basic social and economic • >
development,

25.
It had been clear that no common views existed on. the central issues
discussed.
Fundamentallyj two schools of thought had been discernible.
The
first held the pessimistic view that man's survival and existence were threatened
by his immoderation and greed in exploiting natural resources

and that

Industrial

growth had created pollutants which destroyed the ecosystem, &spe©iasDjv those
parts,

such as

the

sea bed,

contrary view was that

the

which were

the

common property of mankind.

future was bright;

and that man had the

The

scientific

and technological capacity to oonrbain environmental pollution and to exploit
the tapped and untapped resources of the earth.
Thus, while accepting the
scarcity of capital a»d resources, it was paradoxically held that if erough
capital were applied, especially to the resources of the developing areas, there
would be no problems.

E/CN.14/P0P/118
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26.
Although possibilities existed for the future development of resources,
was clear that problems would arise.
The improvement of agriculture in the
developing countries would still have to surmount the problems of altering

it

traditional social values and land tenure systems.
Similarly, to change current
levels and patterns of consumption of resources so that industrial countries
consumed less, although a desirable aim, would be just as.difficult to implement
as to control demographic growth.
In general, not enough was known about the
factors which determined the absolute limit of economic and demographic grwth.
Besides, many social and political factors hindered the development of resources.

2fo
Ths Honolulu Symposium had focused on family status and family relationships
within society.
Thus., family planning had,-not been a major issue, but ratherj the
significance of the family (nuclear or otherwise) as the basic social unit of :
societal organization and socialization had been considered.
The continuity of
the core roles of the family despite the many changesiffiisocial values, traditions
and habits affecting its stability had ^eeh"re"c6gnTzbd.' The poiat bad been made
that it was necessary to define the role of the family as an agent of social,
change as well as to delineate clearly the interdependence between family
relationships and the evolution of various demographic cycles.
For example,
the relationship of fertility and mortality iothe inheritance of property, as
determined by family norms and behaviour patterns, was important.
The social
interaction and inter-dependence between family;and society had implications

for the type and level of social change. A change in .:the structure and role of
the family would inevitably affect society, and vice-versa.. Consequently,

changes in fertility and family-building habits could not take place
without changes in the social and economic structure of society.
While^

recognizing this, however, the symposium had acknowledged that changes in
family-building habits should not rely

exclusively on the normal process

of social and economic transformation,, but could be.activated by the adoption
and practice of family planning. .Families which took such a decision xhtxilti.
be enabled to appreciate the convergence of their interests with those of the
society,

.

■ •

,

■

- ■

28O Tn Amsterdam, interest had centred on issues arising from the relationship
between population and human rights.. Broad as the issues were, agreement had
been reached on a number of important questions. The participants had advocated
the foraulaticn of demographic policies within the general framework of national
development plans.
States and governments had been requested to ensure the
minii,iuai economic oonditions necessary for the exercise of human rights,

29.
While according due respect to the,freedom and rights of ©avwreign states
to evolve national population policies consistent..with their goals and
aspirationcj the participants had agreed on, the principle of family planning.

The freedom'and responsibility of couples in this respect came under vigorous
scrutiny.

Several views were expressed regarding the various aspects of

responsibility to the child?to. the mother,to the nation and to the international
community.
The need to define and extend the meaning of responsibility in
order to onsure that its application did not constitute a negation of the
basic right to procreate was emphasized.

.

...

300 Recognizing the wide disparity in the levels of mortality and health conditions
between various regions, the Symposium had agreed that high death ratee, mainutriti<_
and." disease ^negated-the,;effective enjoyment ofjbvmanirighta* It-toaSirecognized the
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existence of many marginal populations starved of food and deprived of basic social
amenities. Governments and the international community were requested to take steps

to ameliorate the situation*

31* With regard to human rights and migration, the. rights of voluntary migrants
and refugees and the consequenoes of the "brain drain were-discussed* It was agreed
that measures which discriminated against migrants should be discouraged and that,
after a specified period of residence, virtually all forms of discrimination should
disappear, Consequently migrants should be given opportunities for vocational
and^ general education and training. Th'ey should be allowed to regroup1 with their
families and be given the opportunity to preserve their cultural heritage, while at
the same time, they should be encouraged to integrate into the host community*

Discussions on the Demographic .Situation^ and the World Population Flan of Action

32.

In the discussion which followed, the broad description of the demographic

situation and future prospects served to put into perspective the demographic
Situation of the.African region. Because of the diversity of conditions obtaining

in the world, and even within the Afrioan region, the issues raiaecUiii_the four
Symposia were not of equal relevance or interest to all countries, and there were
differences of view and/or of emphasis concerning the policy implications of the
scientific findings of the Symposia* It was. agreed by the meeting that the expres
sions of opinions of delegations on njatters of policy would serve to clarify African
attitudes to issues to be discussed when considering the draft World Population1 .Plan
of Action and ultimately in the. World Population Conference in Bucharest in
August 1974.
,, ' >
33- The meeting noted that thte 'preparations for the Conference were based on the
fundamental premise of the sovereign right of nations to take independent decisions

on matters of population-and, in the reports of the Symposia and other Conference
documents, especially the draft World Population Plan of Action, it had been the
speoific and consistent intention to recognize differences not only of circumstances
but of national aims and values. Moreover, it was pointed out by the SecretaryGeneral of the Conference that the African consultation, while it might benefit from
awareness of ifehat ttas happening in other parts of the world at comparable levels of
development, was an independent venture in which it was hoped that government
representatives might extend the area of common ground before the Bucharest meeting
without in any way compromising their national positions ob specific issues*

34« The outstanding area of consensus reached, in the meeting was the endorsement
of the approach.to'-population, as an integrated part of development planning* It was
felt that the Conference preparation,as reviewed by the Director of the Population
Division, had:reflected this change.in-emphasis by viewing population not in isolation
but as a topi in development policy, -and.- population quality as an integral part of
overall development planning. This shift in emphasis accorded with the perception of
"representatives of the humanistic nature of, their societies, in which the pursuit
of equal opportunity implied the need for action-to secure basic prerequisites such
as adequate nutrition, health, education, employment opportunities and income,. Thus
the problem was broadly defined as a search for equilibrium between avaialble
resources and the needs for social services and economic opportunity0 In that

E/CN.14/P0P/ll8
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perspective, the population issue might perhaps be seen as resulting as much from
the structure and organization of society as from the size and rate of growth of
population,

35»
In any case the solution was not to be sought exclusively, if at all, in
the control of fertility, which properly belonged to the-sphere of-keal-th- and
family welfare, and was governed by the fundamental human right of couples to free
and responsible decisions on the number and spacing of their children,

36.

A possible corollary to the integrated, humanistic planning approach to

population was presented in the suggestion that population in Africa should be
viewed as an instrument for development; in Africa, which was mainly agricultural
and for the most part not densely populated, conoentrirtfed development oiTorts -were
urgently needed in ihe agricultural sector, and it was the people who must in fact
implement the necesraary agricultural programmes. That approach would conform more
realistically with the character of the region than did some existing development
models which reflected the conditions of more industrialised societies. The achie
vement of agricultural development was greatly to be desired, not only to ensure
security of the food supply, but also for the opportunities for employment which
could be.generated. Success in agricultural programmes would require extensive
land reform and technology adapted to local conditions*

37* Despite the consensus reached on the developmental approach, it was strongly
felt that knowledge in many relevant areas was inadequate to permit rational
decisions on policy. Amongst the most significant gaps was the lack of full unders
tanding of the causes of low levels of development and of specific phenomena such as

unemployment, wilch was so widespread i:: the region.

Oth .r questions included ihe

following: how in the interrelated system of derrographic, economic and social
factors, could the demographic factors be distinguished from the others when conside
ring the particular case of population policies? What are the factors -which influence
fertility? Further, the meeting was conscious of the fact that in many countries
of the African region, the basic demographic data were lacking for the assessment
of population size, characteristics and trends. National censuses at regular
intervals were essential to fill this gap. Meanwhile, pressing issues had to be
dealt wi.th .by Governments, and the search for knowledge should be encouraged and

pursued to'the fullest possible extent,

38*

The reduction of mortality vras a recognized humanitarian aim shared by all

countries, and was of special significance in some areas of the African region

where health services did not satisfy requirements. It was realized that mortality
declines would lead to accelerated rates of population increase unless fertility
declined to a more than compensating extent, and that fertility itself might
increase as a consequence of the elimination of "some fertility-inpa±±ing__ diseases*
It was noted that fertility was moderate rather than .high in a number of countries
of the region, but that other countries were faced with the prospect of population

growth rates that were both high and increasing.

39* With limited resources available for meeting needs for adequate nutrition,
health, education and employment as part of general development, some governments
were finding the achievement of the desired equilibrium difficult* In some instances,

Page
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the urgency of the problem might lead them to take direct action in the
field of population, and some had already sought to implement direct
policies.

However, the meeting realized .that, whatever the solutions

adopted now or in the ne.ar future, the inertia inherent in demographic
processes meant that the course of the next few decades was alreadylargely
determined,

in the

demographic sense.

«; If^^e^Tbyth^free choice elected to adopt

pr^rLes to alleviate national- difficulties in achieving

levels, they would naturally wish to understand more ^^

influenced fertility^ andI»why
some national programmes wer* ^Xstand
^ former case, though the scope of understand

while others wer not.

was still unsatisfactory, much progress hap. been ach^ved in study^og *

factors, botn direct and indirect, which influenced the levels.^ The «■

^

tionship among the various factors was the least understood areaof inquiry
and many factors, including education and the status of- W»«M^ ™ed
into account. Here both the motivation of pouples and; the. methods used

important. . In the case of family planning programmes f^h^ *° ^

relatively unsatisfactory results, the causes were certainly complex and
research was needed before a judgement could be made.

41.

Population distribution was seen as one of the major P

in the region, particularly from the view point of internal

»
cent

specifically, the drift from rural to urban areas.Although,

lew

of the population living in urban areas in 19T0, Africa had

rate of urbanization the rate was increasing rapidly and the

expected to increased 39 per cent by the year 2000. As ^ff
urtan living standards among new arrivals in towns v,ho f°r «« *

^^ low

Symposium on Ftopulation and Human Eights, measures were needed to ^^ffi^
the ills of substandard housing and frequently ;had difficulty in
employment. Some governments of the region were already studying
which the evil effects could be minimized, including plannmg for

of new arrivals and the creation of secondary urban centres.

^J£

Apart from the

of impaled human rights and general welfare, which f^"*^11^1^
Sd/or ^nderemp^yment persisted. The need for the !«**««*^f

output-** hand-in-hand with the need to develop rural areas through 1^

more intensive agricultural development, and planning for more effective social
and economic roles for local administrative units.

42.

With regard to international migration, a number of countries of the region

were affected as either countries of emigration or, countries of.immigration.

As in thecaee of internal migration, measures were

multilateral

needad—r bilateral or

to recognize and safeguard-the rights of migrants who were

vulnerable both socially and economically, and in some - instances were exploited
by recruitment

systems.

4V- Though the absolute.numbers of migrants were in most instances fairly small,
the demographic effects of migratory movements were significant xn^ome small
populations,"and there was a potential for countries wishing to increase their
populations in order to develop their resources.

S/CN«14/P0P/ii8'
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44.
A fundamental question was whether or hot the world as a whole was faced
with a rate of population growth which in the longer term could not be sustained
by the resources of the earth, and whether Africa was contributing to the
problems.
The formal scientific reply to this proposition was well-known;
a finite planet could not sustain infinite growth.
A further question was
whether or not, in a shorter time perspective, the views expressed in the
Stockholm Symposium on population, resources and the environment were

over-peBRimistic in view of possible technological developments, including

increasing substitutability between resouroes.

The meeting was informed that work

undertaken subsequent to the Symposium, and reflected in the basis Conference
document on the same subject, gavo a more optimistic interpretation of future
ade<piacy of resources,

J

45.
The participants felt strongly that the development of the continent of
Africa and of the rights of its people were closely related to the outside world.
What was involved was not so much the question of whether the developing countries
in general were mainly responsible for the so—called population explosion, as the
differences between developed and developing countries in levels of consumption,
and the consequent differences in their impact on the total supply of resources,

of which energy was an outstanding example.
A major issue to be considered in
Bucharest was therefore the question of the distribution of resources.
It was

necessary to involve the international community in the search for solutions in
Africa and elsewhere,
III.

46.

RECOnSNDATIONS OP THE CONFERENCE OP AFRICAN DEKOGRA~HERS

The Secretariat introduced the draft report of the second session of the

Conference of African Demographers, and dre'w the attention of delegates to the
recommendations in the report, especially those relating to tho World Population
Plan of Action.
The meeting took note of the recommendations*

IV.
47.

WORLD POPULATION PLAN OF ACTION (WPPA)

The meeting had before it the draft WPPA (unedited) and a paper prepared

by the ECA secretariat entitled "Selected Recommendations on Population from

ECA Meetings" (E/CN.14/fOP/116)#
48»

Members of the secretariat introduced the draft WIPA*

and emphasized that

the draft was based on respect for national sovereignty in the formulation and

implementation of population policies, within the framework of universal human

rights and recognition of the diversity of conditions necessitating varied approaches
to population policies.

49.

It was also pointed out that the draft VJPPA recognized the inter-relationship

between population variables and other socio-economic development variables,
and viewed population policies as an integral

policies.

part of socio-economic development

Since population was only one aspect of development,

a plan of action

dealing with population was necessarily incomplete; it dealt only with the
contribution of population to socio-economic developments
The WPPA, therefore,
had to be considered as part of the system of international strategies dealing
with, the various aspects of socio-economic developments

E/CK.14-/POP/ll8
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50...The secretariat also pointed out

that the diversity of conditions had

necessitated the formulation of a flexible Plan of Action which reflected that

diversity of conditions and was relevant to it.
The secretariat also pointed
out that one ..recommendation of the draft suggested that countries sharing
similar population conditions and problems should consider the Plan of Action
jointly and elaborate those aspects of it that were of particular relevance to

them.
Regional and sub-regional priorities could then be set within such
regional variants of the Plan*

51-

.

-.

.

The secretariat then pointedout some of the correspondences between the

recommendations made in the region, as indicated in document E/CN.14/POP/ll6,

and those made in the draft WPPA.
It was also indicated that the draft WPPA
not only took many such regional recommendations into account, but was nowhere

in contradiction with them.
Accordingly, the just completed meeting of African
demographers, after considering the drafi; WPPA at considerable length had come
to the conclusion that the Plan was generally in consonance with African aspirations,
consistent with various reoommendations of African countries and flexible enough
to accommoadate the differences in the population problems of the countries of
■the region.
The Conference had then proposed a few amendments to the draft.

52*
The consultative meeting devoted a good deal of its time to the disucussion
of the draft YIPPA.
It congratulated the United Nations for its work and for the
flexibility of the draft Plan.

53*
The participants made a number of general comments before proceeding, to
more detailed suggestions.
In reply to a question raised by the secretariat,
the participants expressed the view that the background to the WPPA should be
kept as an integral part of the Plan.

54«

It was further pointed out that the implementation of the Plan's recommen

dations would require a considerable increase in the financial and technical
assistance available to African countries} a fact which should be clearlyindicated to donor countries and the international community.
It was also
pointed out that such assistance should not supplant other development
assistance, but

should be -30—ordinated with it.

55»
The meeting felt that the draft Plan gave appropriate emphasis to the
need for data collection, research and training, which were so vital to the
African region.
At the same time, it was pointed out that policy formulation
could never"thBXs£sJ-be undertaken with available data.

i
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v. .views. "of. the african consultative group qe tee would .population

"plan of action

Introduction

56.

The African delegates to the ConmuLtfftinrej Group Meeting expressed their

appreciation to the Secretary-General of the. World..Population.-Conference^ the
Director of ^he UN Population Division and his able staff, for their laudable
efforts in pi-oducting +he draft World Population Plan of Action and for the
opportunity provided to discuss the

draft Plan of Action against the backgrou:

of the reports of four Synposia.
The meeting acknowledged the generous suppo.
of the United Nations Fund for Population Activities, and also expressed
appreciation for

the role played by ECA in convening and servicing the meetin,

Population in a Socio—economic perspective

57. The meeting reached consensus in endorsing the approach to population
as an integral part of development planning. It was felt that the Conference
preparations, as outlined by the Director of the Population Division, reflected
the yiew of population not in isolation but as a tool in development policy, and
population quality as an integral part of over-all development planning. That
view corresponded with the perception of representatives of African Governments
of the humanistic nature of their societies, in which the pursuit of equal
opportunity implied the need for action to secure basic prerequisites such
as adequate nutrition, health, education, employment opportunities and income.
Thus the problem was broadly defined as a search for equilibrium between
available resources and the needs for social services and economic opportunity,

In that perspective the population issue might perhaps be seen as resulting as

mucn from the structure and organization-of tho world oonaunity as -fx.oo ihe
nize and rate of growth of population*

General Views on the World Population Plan of

58*

The delegates took note of the view of the Conference of African

Demographers

held in Addis Ababa frc-n 6 to 10 May 197<, that the Plan of

Action was generally in consonance with African aspirations consistent with
the various recommendations of African countries expressed in various ECA
meetings and elsewhere, and flexible enough to accommodate the differences in
population policies m the countries of the region.

59.

: '

'

However, the participants were aware that, in many countries of the

tl^Tt817

Vi)T* inade^ate ^±G demographic data for the assessment

Z6i fa^^BtioB od trends, and for establishing the

i and social factors L the

60. One of the najor concerns of African countries was to ensurethat their

young people participate fully in promoting social and economic development in
the region, thus becoming an asset rather than a liability.

E/CN.14/POP/ll8
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61.

It was also agreed that the implementation of the Plan's recommendations

would require a considerable increase in the financial and technical assistance
available to African countries - a dPaot tfhioh efcould -olroarly ..indioated. ->to

donor countries and the international comirunity.
It was also pointed out that
such assistance should not supplant other development assistance but should -"be
co-ordinate:1 with it.

Detailed-Comments on the Draft World Population Plan of Action

62»

The following specific comments and suggestions were made on the draft

Plan:

SECTION A: BACKGROUND

(a)

The Meeting strongly recommended that Section A should be an integral part

(b)

In the preambular paragraph preceding the "Background" to the Plan, the

(c)

The meeting recommended that reference should be made in paragraph 1 of

of the Plan of Action.

Words "Social and" should be added in the second line before the word "economic".,

the Background to the Declaration on the Establishment of a New Economic Order
and its related Plan of Action which had been adopted by uHsiaiz^h-BTieaial ia«u3B
of the General Assembly.

(d)

-In paragraph 5. the word "instruments" in the second line should be replaced

by "rules

and texts".

(e)

In paragraph 8 the word, "explosive" in first line should be replaced by

(f)

The meeting also suggested the addition of a paragraph dealing with the

"rapid".

inequity in the international distribution of resources and the consequent
handicap to the proper formulation and implementation of population policies, in
accordance rith the conclusions of lie symposium on Population, Resources and Environment held at

Stoukxuusia
SECTION B

PRINCIPLES AND ORHCTIV .S OP THE PLAN

(a)

In paragraph.! (a) the following revision was suggested: "A principal aim

of socio-economic development, including population policies, is to improve
levels of living and the quality of life'of the People"*

(b)

It.was proposed that Paragraph 1 (f) should be revised as follows:

"International aotion is becoming/increasingly important to the solution of
problems affecting human welfare, including population problams and particularly
natural calamities; however, the existing system of international strategies
cannot be fully effective without a significant irn: rovement in the relative
living conditions of the world's poor, These strategies should reassert and

r

.^i—w.^w'w*^
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give more emphasis to (a) fairer and just conditions of trade between
developed and developing countries and (b) a drastic reduction in wasteful
uses of resources and the uncontrolled growth of material consumption.
SECTION

C

RECCH.ENDATICKS FOR ACTION

(a)

■

.

■

■•-.'.

In paragraph 5i.add the words "increasing fertility and" after."uhere

appropriate".

(b)

At the end of paragraph 9» add "International assistance should therefore

"be forthcoming to make it possible to attain the mortality targets" of this
plan.

(c)

It was suggested that the title of Section C (3) should be expanded to

read "Reproduction, family formation and education".

.~

(d)

In paragraph 15 (preambular section), after the words "all countries", add

(e)

In paragraph

(f)

Some participants recommended the deletion of paragraph 25 (c) and (d) ;'.

(g)

It was suggested that paragraph

(h)

Paragraph

"in the light of their national priorities

:"

15 ("b) replace the phrase "but not later than .1985" by

"as soon as feasible".

others, however, recommended that they should be retained, but that the words
"and legal" should be deleted from paragraph 25 (d).

problems of impoverished juvenile

26 should contain a reference to the

delinquents,

28 should be amended to read:,, "In formulating and implementing

population distribution and internal migration policies, Governments are urged
to consider the following guidelines, without prejudice to their own socioeconomic policies."

(i)

Paragraph

.

30 should be amended to read: "The creation of employment

opportunities through agricultural development and rural public works programmes,
in addition to fioeial and cultural services and.amenities in the rural areas,

or in non-metropolitan areas...-."

(j)

The meeting suggested that paragraph

32 should be deleted.

(k)

It was suggested that paragraph 33 should read as follows: "If some

developing countries wish to curtail outflows of migrant workers, they can make
particular efforts towards the creation of employment opportunities at the national
levelf
this could be achieved by ensuring that such developing countries benefit

from increased availability of capital, easier access to export markets and more
favourable terms of trade and are able to adopt the appropriate production teoh-

nology of their choice."

E/CNU4/F0P/ll8
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(l)

In paragraph 34 add the words "at least" after the phrase "in conformity

(m)

In paragraph 35, at the end of the first sentence add the words, "so long

(n)

In paragraph 38 add after "countries" in the first line "and rich

(o)

Paragraph

(p)

In paragraph

(q)

Paragraph

with".

as this does not conflict with laws in the countries".

developing countries"

42 should be amended'to read: "All countries are urged to

consider the implications of the age structure of the population in planning
for their social and economic development".

46 add, after "data collection" in the second line, "in

good time" and reverse the order of paras 46 and 47.

68 should be amended to read: "Population measures and

programmes should always be integrated into more comprehensive social and

economic,

plans and programmes and this integration reflected in countries*

local planning machinery11.

(r)

.

■

In paragraph 59 add, after "in population" in the first line, "and other

related"

SECTION

D

RECOO.EKDATICN AKD IMPLEMENTATION

(a)

Paragraph 69 should be amended to read: "The success of this Plan of

Action will depend on action undertaken:"by.Governments"*. The wprd "National"
before"Govemmen-Bt in the title and in paras. 69 and 70 should be deleted.

(b) The title of Section D(llj should read "Role of International and

Regional Co-operation"'.

(c)

Paragraph

74 should be amended to read: "The General Assembly of the

United Nations, the Economic and Social Council, the Governing Council of

UHDP/UNFPA and other competent legislative and policy-making bodies of the
specialized agencies and the various inter-governmental organizations are
expected to give an appropriate response to this Plan of Action".

>
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SECTION

E

MONITORING, REVIEW AND APFRAISAL

(a)

In paragraph 79 insert after the first sentence: ".Similar efforts "should

be made at the governmental

levei".

("b) Also in paragraph 79, second sentence, after the word "selective", add
"and objective"*
.".',■:'

VI. " RECaaT3IDATI0HS'. BY THE AFRICAN; ORQUP/CCNCERNING THE WORLD
FOPflLAKOS COHERENCE AND THE WORLD POPULATION PLAN OF
ACTION

63*

..

;

The meeting recommended that EGA and OAU should jointly convene a meeting

of African delegations at Bucharest prior to tiie opening of the World
Population Conference in order to harmonize the African viewpoint,

64.

It was also recommended that ECA should convene a regional meeting of

all member States of the Commission 'eaVl'y in 1975 to consider the final Plan
adopted in Bucharest and its implications for Africa. This meeting would also
consider the' desirability of preparing a regional Plan and suggest measures for
the implementation of the Plan in Africa.

VII.

PRESENTATION AND DISCUSSION OF A STATEMENT BT THE SOCIALIST '

''

REPUBLIC OF ROMANIA

6"5«

The African Regional Consultation convened a special meeting in order to

hear a statement on the arrangements for the forthcoming World Population
Conference in Bucharest by a delegation from the Socialist Republic of Romania.

TheLRomaniari delegation consisted of Dr. Petre Muresan, member of the Romanian
National-Commission for Demography, and Mr. Vishan Marin, First Secretary,

Embassy of Romania in Addis Ababa.

66.

Dr. Muresan expressed gratitude for the opportunity to outline the Conference

arrangements to the participants in the African Regional Consultation. His
country planned to host the Conference in the traditional spirit of Romanian

hospitality. Furthermore, it was the view of his country that the formulation
of population policy was the sovereign responsibility of each country. The

matters to be discussed were the economic and social development of the

population, the full use of natural resources and the labour force, employment
and the application of science and technology to development. The international
community, the United Nations secretariat and the specialized agencies, which
had broad experience and competence in such fields, could offer the necessary \
assistance.

67.

The Romanian representatives described the Conference facilities and

arrangements in Bucharest, including the arrangements being made for holding .

the Population Tribune,'the International Youth Population Conference and

other associated cultural and scientific activities.

The representatives

E/CN.14/P0P/U8
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expressed Romania's deep appreciation of the co-operation received from the
Secretary-General of the Conference, Jr. Carrillo-Flores and his staff, the
Director of the Population;Division, Mr Leon Tabah and the Executive-Director

of UNFPA, Mr. Rafael Salas.

6Q,

A member of the World Population Conference, secretariat informed the

meeting that, in accordance with the relevant decisions of the Economic and
Social Council relating to the Conference, the Secretary-General had sent
invitations to all Member States of the United Nations, of the specialized
agencies and of IAEA.
In accordance with a recent decision of tiie Council,

invitations had also been sent to the Democratic Republic of Viet-Nam and
to the liberation movements, recognized by the Organization of African Unity

and/or by the League of Arab States,

Additional information was being dispatched

to all Governments concerning accommodation and travel arrangements including
the.procedure for obtaining visas to Romania- The meeting was informed that

delegations which required visas to Romania could obtain them free of charge
from any Romanian Embassy, Visas could also be obtained on application, and
free of charge, on arrival in Bucharest. The meeting was also informed that

$ US 215,000 had been provided under the Conference budget to assist developing

countries to send representatives,;to the Conference.
Although the arrangements
for sharing this money among the developing countries were being worked out

by the Secretary-General of the Conference, the assistance would most. pra>atsly taht
the form of a round-trip economy-clasps air ticket and a subsistence allowance.

69.

The secretariat informed the meeting that the agenda for the Conference

and the proposed time-table for the organization of its work had been prepared
and approved by the Population Commission in its capacity as the inter-governmental
preparatory body for the Conference,.. The agenda included five substantive items.
The proposed time—table provided for informal pre—conference meetings beginning
on Thursday 15 August,--

Jhe purpose of which was -to discuss and decide on

certain preliminary questions; such as .the adoption of the rules of procedure,
the agenda, the establishment of committees, and subsidiary bodies, the election
of officers, the appointment of a credentials committee and the report of the
Conference.

70. ..On the morning of Monday, 19 August, the President of the Socialist Republic
of Romania, H.E. Nicolae Ceausescu, would formally welcome the Conference to
Romania.
The Secretary-General of the United Nations would declare the Conference
open and preside over the election of the President of the Conference. There
would be three main committees in addition to plenary Conference and also
Working Group. The plenary Conference would handle the general debate, including
item 7 of the provisional agenda. Items 8, 9 and 10 would be assigned to
committees 1, 2 and.3 respectively. Item II, on the World Population Plan of
Action, would be discussed in the Working Group. It was expected that most of

the committee work would be completed early in the second week of the Conference,

so that the committee reports could probably be considered by the plenary
Conference beginning pn,.Tuesday 27 August. The provisional rules of procedure

for the Conference had already been approved by the Economic and Social Council
for adoption by the Conference, The secretariat drew the attention of the
meeting to an important point in the rules of procedure: the recommendation
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of the Population Commission,
in which the

Conference was

:

annexed to the text of the rules of procedure,

invited to

reach decisions

on the "basis' of-

consensus-* whioh on.the bacia of United Nations- ps^otticep
mean general agreement without

71»

' "■■■ '

a vote,

waa trader&tcipd tc

thougii not necessarily unanimity.

The meeting was also informed of the procedure for discussing the report
It was pointed out that the Economic

of" the World Populatibn■Conference.

and Social Council, at its organizational meeting early in 1974* had decided
that the report of the Conference should be included in the agenda of the resumed

57th session of the Council,

then forwarded to *the 2.9th session Of the Gefieral

Assembly and subsequently further discussed in depth at the 58th session of
the C6uneil» At its recent 56th session, the Council iiad recommended that
the results of the Conference could be

expected to

constitute an important

input for the preparations for a special session of the General Assembly
devoted to development and international economic co—operation,

for in General Assembly resolution 3172 (XXVIIl).
72«

as called

The member of the secretariat referred to two parallel activities:

the

Population Tribune and the International Youth Population Conference, which
would be held in Romania simultaneously with the Conference.
a number of related and associated activities,

Population for Journalists,

a seminar for anthropologists on the

sequences of population policies and other cultural
73«

The African Regional

There were also

such as the "Encounter on

and festival

cultural

con

activities.

Consultation expressed deep appreciation to the

delegation of the Socialist Republic of Romania for the excellent preparations
it had made for the Conference.
It also requested that the information given
by the member of the Conference secretariat should be made available to African
Governments as soon as possible.

74*
The secretariat responded to a number of questions concerning, for example,
the early availability of basic Conference documents, security arrangements
and transport facilities in Bucharest,
VII.

CLOSING MEETING

7%
After the adoption of the report of the deliberations at the Regional
Consultations, the Chairman, H.E. Samuel Greene cf Liberia, thanked the
delegates for their sustained interest and valuable contributionto the
consultations.
He also thanked the United Nations and ECA for facilitating
the participation of delegates.
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76«
Mr. Leon Tabah, Deputy Secretary-General of the World Population
Conference and Director of the Population Division, United Nations Headquarters,
also paid a tribute to the delegates for their devotion and constructive
comments on the World Population Plan of Action.
He expressed satisfaction,
with the frank discussions which had taken place and promised that the
comments made would be taken into account

in flaaliiiaing the Plan*

Mr Tabah

also conveyed the gratitude of the World Population Conference secretariat to
the delegates and thanked them on "behalf of Mr.

Carrillo-Flores,

General of the Conference, who because of previous

to attend all the sessions of the Consultation.

Secretary

commitments had been unable

Finally, Mr,

Ghahsah expressed

the appreciation of EG& to the delegates for their successful deliberations,

and thanked them on behalf of the Executive Secretary of the Economic Commission
for Africa.
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